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Hi ,
 

At Human-I-T, we pride ourselves on our ability to make it easy
for partners like yours to “do good”.

A crucial component of this capability is our commitment to
empowering partners with data that lets them understand
exactly how their technology donation impacted our world and
contributed to their sustainability goals.  

So, in service of ensuring our partners can make data-backed
decisions surrounding sustainability, we’ve released new
Environmental and Social Impact reports! 
 

Provided with every donation weighing over 2,500 pounds, these
carefully-crafted reports allow organizations like yours to make
sense of how diverting all of the e-waste in their donation
translates to real people being helped or actual emissions being
avoided.  

Not only that but, since we want donors to share their impact
with stakeholders across all channels, we made these reports as
pretty to look at as they are easy to glean insights from.  

https://www.human-i-t.org/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--OYR_Hq5MRs9cAVLuqW-5ocVNtLa9hjSFCqlBH76El6y8n6gAEtd9GtaJH4INdXsl0jibX
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Go ahead and look at a sample report yourself - they are truly
a thing of beauty.  

We look forward to leveraging these reports to both strengthen
current partnerships and bolster new ones with organizations
who, like us, want to make the world a more sustainable,
equitable place to live.
 

Sincerely,
- Team Human-I-T 

(P.S. - If you think your organization’s name would look good in
the top right corner of one of these reports, we understand.
We’d want our name there too.  

Thankfully, it’s easy to join the ranks of the organizations who
use our impact reports to showcase their commitment to
environmental and social sustainability: just click here.)
 

Human-I-T, 4941 S Eastern Ave, Bell, CA 90201, 1400 Oakman Blvd, Detroit, MI, 48238, donate@human-i-

t.org, 888.268.3921
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